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Abstract

This study investigated young children's historical
understanding, as little research has been done in this area. It
described and analyzed first and second grade children's
historical understanding before and after they were involved in
a local history project. Specifically, it looked at how primary
children understand history and what historians do; their
understanding of the historical elements of evidence,
interpretation and empathy and how the teaching of these
concepts can develop their thinking. This information is
important in considering appropriate history curriculum for
young children. The study took place in my classroom of 18
students in a small, rural, public elementary school in British
Columbia. I had the roles of both teacher and researcher in this
case study. The data consists of interviews with the students,
writing samples and transcribed video and audio-taped class
discussions, as well as detailed classroom notes. The data were
analyzed using qualitative research methodology. The study's
findings revealed the children involved in the study developed
an understanding of history and what historians do and engaged
in historical methodology, including the use of evidence and
interpretation. Although empathetic thinking proved difficult
for most, a few considered its nature. All showed an interest in
and engagement with the subject of history. Explicit teaching,
as well as engaging students in historical methodology, at a
level appropriate to their age, furthered their development.
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In light of these findings, the thesis proposes that history is
an appropriate subject for young children and one in which they
can become meaningfully engaged. This study is intended to
inform and support the work of curriculum developers, elementary
school teachers and teacher educators.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

In the past twenty years, researchers have probed
children's understanding in many subject areas. This knowledge
has been valuable in the creation of curriculum aimed at
developing understanding in those areas. Until relatively
recently, despite much research activity in language
development, math, and science, little research had been carried
out on children's historical understanding. In the last ten
years research has begun examining children's thinking about the
past. Most of this research has been done at the secondary or
late intermediate levels. Few studies have been conducted with
primary age students, although those that have been carried out
reveal that young children are capable of some types of
historical understanding (Levstik & Barton, 1997; Cooper 1992;
Levstik & Pappas, 1987) .
The purpose of this study is to add to the knowledge of
how young children make sense of history. It describes and
analyses primary children's historical understanding before and
after they've been involved in a local history project based on
data collected in my Grade 1-2 classroom. Questions guiding my
research were:
How do primary children understand history?
How do they understand what historians do?
What features of historical understanding do they
demonstrate?
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Do they demonstrate an understanding of evidence,
interpretation and empathy?
Can

the teaching of elements of historical understanding

help develop children's understanding?
By probing answers to these questions, my intent is to
provide a picture of how children think about the past. It is
important to have this picture and to assess children's
understanding and capabilities, in order to determine what might
be appropriate curriculum. Seixas (1993) has argued, "history
curricula must be developed not only with attention to what
history students should know, but also with an awareness of how
they think and learn about the past and their own place in time"
(p.302). The need to do so seems especially necessary at this
time, given the widely acknowledged lack of success many
students presently have in learning history.
Although many students struggle with history, there are
several compelling reasons why history is worthy of study.
History instruction has long been included

as part of the

school curriculum because it provides a "frame of reference"
from which present experience can be understood (Rogers 1987;
Seixas 1993). As Lee (1984) has noted, history is important
because we can not escape it. Everything we experience in the
present has roots in the past. For example, currently in our own
province, First Nations issues are prominent and often
contentious. The understanding of these issues is dependent on
an understanding of history.
Rogers (1987) has noted the importance of the cumulative
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nature of history as context building:
historical inquiry cannot be carried on without
context
while at the same time context is what one's previous study
of history has largely provided. Historical knowledge is
cumulative. Within quite wide limits, the more one knows,
the more one is in a position to learn, for the outcome of
previous learning provides the context within fresh
learning may occur (p.8).
It would seem logical then to introduce history early in school
as we do language arts, math and science in order to begin to
build context and thus understanding.Many experts support this
view and suggest history instruction should begin early and
continue throughout school life in order to build this context
(Rogers 1987; Levstik & Pappas 1987; Brophy, VanSledright &
Bredin, 1992). In Great Britain for example, there has been long
standing primary school history instruction (Blyth 1982).
Also supporting this view are researchers who argue that a
consequence of delaying history instruction is that by the time
history is usually introduced, in the intermediate grades, the
context of history will have been provided by the home and
popular culture. This often results in conflations of historical
knowledge and naive conceptions that may be hard to dispel.
Thus, researchers such as VanSledright & Brophy (1992) suggest
history instruction begun earlier in school to counter these
tendencies.
Presently there is little official curricular support for
these ideas in North America and little history is taught to
primary age students. History is thought to be beyond their
capabilities, being too abstract and thus meaningless, for young
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children whose temporal understanding is undeveloped (Levstik &
Pappas, 1987). Researchers such as Levstik and Pappas (1992)
have related the omission of history teaching in the elementary
years to the influence of Piaget's theories. They have noted
that studies investigating the connection between Piagetian
stages and the development of historical understanding "have
generally indicated that historical understanding is a formal
operation developed in later adolescence" (p.369). Importantly
however, these researchers also note a challenge to Piaget's
ideas in:
recent approaches that characterize cognitive development
in terms of the restructuring of prior knowledge or
'schemata' in specific domains which raise questions about
whether a global knowledge restructuring perspective-such
as Piaget's- is an appropriate cognitive framework for
viewing conceptual change in the domain of history (p.370).
These approaches to cognitive development, characterized by
the authors as domain-specific knowledge restructuring, have
influenced teaching in the areas of language arts, math and
science and have led to an emphasis on the importance of
teaching school subjects for conceptual understanding by
building on children's prior knowledge, and in engaging students
in the methodology of the subject area. Teachers in many
elementary classrooms today encourage children to "do what
scientists do" during science instruction, to think like
mathematicians, and so on. Curriculum (in the subjects noted)
has been developed to support this aim, but history has not been
given the same attention (Brophy, VanSledright, & Brophy, 1992).
Recent research conducted with elementary students suggests
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that elementary students are capable of some kinds of historical
understanding and of engaging in the processes of, or the "doing
of", history (Duhlberg,1998; Erickson, 1995; Levstik & Pappas,
1987; Brophy, VanSledright, & Bredin, 1992). My experience as a
primary teacher leads me to concur, as my students have been
involved in history studies in the past, participating with
interest and demonstrating historical learning. However, as
noted previously, little research has been conducted at the
primary level. This study hopes to partially rectify this
situation and to further our understanding by providing a
detailed picture of one class of primary children's thinking
about history.
I believe this study is important because I strongly
suspect, as do many of the researchers discussed, that children
are capable of historical understanding and that the present
curriculum underestimates their potential. I also suspect that
teaching, including explicit teaching of historical concepts,
could develop that thinking. The purpose of this study is to
investigate these hypotheses.
It is understood this study has certain limitations. Being
confined to one classroom, its findings are not expected to be
generalizable. It is also recognized that the classroom selected
is not representative of the multicultural makeup of most
British Columbia classrooms.
Although not generalizable, this study has the potential to
add to our currently lacking knowledge of young children's
historical understanding by providing a detailed picture of one
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class of young children's thinking. If a group of children, such
as this, is found to be capable of developing such
understanding, a second look at the curriculum would be
appropriate.
The remainder of this study is contained in the following
chapters. Chapter Two presents a review of the literature
related to children's historical understanding and ethnographic
research methods. Chapter Three is concerned with the design and
methodology of the study. Chapter Four describes the classroom
context in which the study took place, Chapter Five reports and
discusses the study's findings and Chapter Six presents
conclusions.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This study is framed by varied bodies of literature. These
include research done in the area of children's historical
understanding. This work provides theoretical underpinnings and
contributes ideas toward the research design. The literature on
ethnography, and case studies contribute to a research
methodology for the study. Research related to historical
understanding will be discussed first.
History and Historical Understanding
For the purposes of this study Thomson's (as cited by
Cooper, 1992) conceptualization of history will be used:
"history has developed over the last two hundred years from
chronicles of unrelated events into a discipline which aims to
interpret different kinds of evidence in order to understand
societies in the past. Its content is diverse: social, economic,
constitutional, or aesthetic" (p.6) and is distinguished by the
types of questions asked and the ways in which answers are
attempted. Historians investigate the past by interpreting the
evidential traces which remain through a process of deductive
reasoning. As evidence is often incomplete, more than one
interpretation may be defensible (Cooper 1992). As Lee (1984)
has noted, history is a study of the past and is important
because we can not escape it. Everything we experience in the
present has roots in the past.
Historical understanding is a complex notion consisting of
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many elements. No one set of

elements is agreed on among those

in the field; however many elements are commonly discussed. For
the purposes of this study, elements employed in British,
Canadian and American research studies with children will be
drawn from as frameworks to begin to consider historical
understanding.

As my study will start by probing students'

concepts of history and what historians do, I'll begin with
research findings on this topic.
Children's Concepts of History and Historians
Studies have examined elementary children's concepts of
history and shown that most children from grade two on
demonstrate a broad understanding that history is connected to
the past, although these notions of the past

are often vague

and many students show confusion in describing when "the past"
begins. Most children also realize history refers to the
significant past, although younger children can't usually
specify criteria for this significance. A gradual refinement in
thinking seems to develop as children get older ( Brophy,
VanSledright, & Bredin, 1992; Levstik & Pappas 1987;
VanSledright & Brophy, 1992).
Both Brophy, VanSledright and Bredin (1992) and
VanSledright and Brophy (1992) found students were unfamiliar
with the work of historians and were unable to explain with
clarity what they did. They saw historians as gathering factual
information and were unfamiliar with history as an interpretive
process. Encouragingly, Brophy, VanSledright & Bredin (1992)
found grade five students' knowledge of the historian's role
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increased after class discussions on the topic led by the
teacher, including discussion of the use of evidence and
interpretation. My study intends to see if similar development
occurs when younger children are taught explicitly about history
and what historians do.
Shemilt (1987) carried out a detailed study of adolescent
ideas about evidence and methodology in history which included
ideas about what historians do. He described and categorized
their knowledge in levels of increasing sophistication. These
were described as levels of understanding. In what he terms
Stage 1 thinking, historical knowledge is seen as something the
historian knows; in Stage 2, it is something the historian
discovers; in Stage 3 it is viewed as being worked out
rationally and in the most advanced stage, Stage 4, history is
recognized as being a reconstruction based on historical
interpretation. Although the subjects in this study were
adolescents, the levels discussed may be of use in examining the
thinking of the children in this study. Shemilt's study has
other implications for this study as he suggests that children's
thinking may be developed by careful teaching, as he notes, "the
impression is very strong, however that had this girl in the
study (and many other Stage 1 subjects) been introduced to
source-based history, they would quickly leave Stage 1 ideas a
long way behind" (p.47). Shemilt's study is clearly the most
thorough in this area ( 165 subjects interviewed ) providing a
detailed picture of 13-16 year old's thinking.
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Elements of Historical Understanding
As has been noted previously many elements of historical
thinking have been discussed by those in the field. For the
purposes of this study I will examine two of these in depth:the
interpretation of evidence and empathy and then turn to two
studies that have examined elementary children's historical
understanding, the first using historical fiction and the second
examining time concepts.
Evidence and Interpretation
Cooper (1992 ) reports on a study she did as a teacherresearcher with her class of Year 4 students (7-8 year olds) in
Great Britain which investigated their historical problem
solving while using evidence. She was interested in identifying
stages in their thinking and determining the significance of
teaching in the development and acceleration of children's
historical thinking.
In her study, two groups were compared: a control group
taught by an experienced teacher using his own methods; the
other group taught using carefully defined and controlled
teaching strategies, which included discussion of evidence,
distinguishing between what you could know 'for certain', what
reasonable 'guesses' you could make, and what you 'would like to
know' about the evidence. Key concepts at different levels of
abstraction (eg. arrow, weapon, defense) were discussed.
At the end of the unit, the two groups were given both
written and oral 'evidence tests', using both concrete evidence
(artifacts) and more abstract evidence (maps, written accounts).
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Teaching was found to influence understanding, as the
experimental group's answers were more varied and more tied to
the evidence than the control group's. The more experience the
experimental group had in interpreting evidence, the more able
they were "to transfer this process to new evidence, and to more
abstract evidence" (p. 147). They were able to make certainty
statements and reasonable guesses equally as well, but had more
difficulty with the question concerning what

you would like to

know. Also important in developing their ability to interpret
evidence were visits to sites occupied during the time periods
studied, as the students transferred information learned at
these settings to new evidence, as well as using learned
concepts, which gave them a reference point for new materials.
Cooper notes the connection between historical imagination
employed in making suppositions in how evidence is used and
historical empathy. Obviously both are needed in coming to valid
suppositions. She concludes that young students "are able to
become actively involved in historical problem solving" (p.146).
This study has been a source for ideas on teaching methods and
research methodology for my study.
McAleavy (1998) provides a critical perspective on the use
of evidence in school classrooms in Great Britain from 1910-1998
and provides an interesting counterpoint to Cooper's work. He
notes that the use of sources has been advocated since 1910 in
the secondary school and since at least the 1980s in the primary
school. Making deductions from evidence has been viewed since
then by Her Majesty's Inspectorate(HMI) as a lower level skill
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obtainable by young children. The HMI has also advocated that
teachers of primary children should encourage them to display
"attitudes of doubt and skepticism" (p.12) toward sources.
McAleavy notes some of the difficulties faced by children in
interpreting evidence, notably when they have not been provided
with enough historical context to make reasonable judgments as
to their reliability. He advocates more work be done to link
student "evaluation and analysis of sources to the business of
reasoning and argument" (p.13).
Empathy
Empathy in history can be thought of as a difficult
intellectual achievement in which a student "is in a position to
entertain a set of beliefs and values which are not necessarily
his or hers" (Ashby & Lee 1987). This achievement requires using
historical imagination; not

imagination based on fantasy, but

constructed using historical information (Dickinson & Lee,
1984). As Levstik and Barton (1997) point out, "perspective
taking exercises are not simply exercises in creative writing
...they must be based on evidence" (p.132).
In reviewing research literature relating to the
development of historical empathy in elementary school children,
Cooper (1992) notes three studies that suggest children become
increasingly able to understand points of view different from
their own in history. The author notes that although primary
children were not often successful in displaying sophisticated
thinking, researchers had found that primary school children
have sufficient understanding of people in the past to be worth
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encouraging and that given the complex situations given in the
studies, "it seems quite likely that attempts to understand the
possible feelings of people in the past begin to emerge much
earlier" [than the age at which most children in the study
achieved this ability, 9-12 years old] (p.23).
These beliefs are tentatively confirmed in a study of young
(grade 2) children's historical understanding of works of art.
Erickson (1995) found that many of the second graders she
studied were capable of considering artwork from both a
historical viewer's and artist's perspective, indicating their
capability of a type of empathetic thinking. The author notes
cautiously, "historical understanding may not be typical of
primary children but rather may be the result of planned
instruction" (p.15 ). One of the aims of this study is to test
this hypothesis and to see if empathetic thinking can be
developed in young children.
Duhlberg (1998) researched fifth graders historical
thinking and perspective taking capabilities. She found the
students produced a range of responses from those that were
simple and less elaborated, to more sophisticated, elaborated
responses, which could be characterized as continuum of
developing historical thought. Her work advocates a
developmental, constructivist approach to the teaching of
history and emphasizes the importance of children's first steps
in historical understanding

as building blocks toward deeper

understanding. She notes the importance of appreciating "the
appropriateness of incomplete perspective-taking as evidence of
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growth in the direction of better developed perspective-taking"
(p.217).
Ashby and Lee (1987) investigated children's concepts of
empathy in history and suggested a logical hierarchy in the
development of children's understanding. Operating in level 1,
children view the actions of historical agents as unintelligible
or backward; at the next level, level 2, generalized stereotypes
are employed in attempts to understand people's actions in the
past, for example, "the assumption is that any religious person
who believes in God will as a consequence accept almost any
absurdity if it is done in the name of religion" (p.72); in
level 3 everyday empathy is used: "the situation is seen in
modern terms, with no distinction made between how we see it and
how contemporaries would have seen it" (p.74); in level 4
historical empathy is employed and actions are seen in reference
to a specific situation; and in the highest level (level 5), a
distinction can be made between the point of view of the
historical agent and the historian and the wider context of the
times employed.
The stages they describe have been of use in my study in
analyzing children's thinking. Also useful is their suggestion
of a teaching approach that might best advance children's
understanding. They suggest that as social interaction affects
cognitive development, understanding might best develop by
presenting students with a problem to argue out amongst
themselves to attempt to interpret people's actions in the past.
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Other Aspects of Children's Historical Understanding
I will now move to discuss research that has focused on
children's historical understanding in general. This has been
examined in elementary school students by several researchers.
Levstik and Pappas (1987) explored the development of historical
understanding after sharing a piece of historical fiction with
second, fourth and sixth grade children. The children were then
asked to retell the story and answer questions

relating to

conflict and causation in the story. They were also asked
questions which tapped their conceptions of

history and the

past. Their findings showed a similarity of responses across
grade level but responses showed differences of kind, and most
prevalently, of degree. There seemed to be a gradual refinement
in children's understanding of history as an abstract notion,
and in the nature and cause of the conflict in the story, as
older children brought new information into play in their
analysis. An important conclusion reached by Levstik and Pappas
is that young children, despite popular belief to the contrary
"do know something about time and

history" (p.14). This

suggests that, depending on the context, children could be
taught more history than they are currently in a curriculum
which, "underestimates children's ability to deal with
historical content" (p. 14).
The researchers note that more research is needed

both to

confirm their impression that the prevalent pattern of
historical understanding is one of differences in degree, rather
than differences of kind, in understanding, and to clarify
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categories which emerged within each of these two categories.
More research is also needed to test whether these findings can
be generalized to other populations.
Time concepts are essential to historical thinking. As
Lomas (1990) has noted, "without a grasp of the concept of time,
there can be no real understanding of change, development,
continuity, progression and regression" (p.20). Levstik and
Barton (1997) note two components involved in understanding
historical time. One is the ability to order moments in time
(chronology), the other is being able to match moments to
specific dates. They argues that children are much more adept at
the first and that even children in Kindergarten can do so
roughly, for example, recognizing that covered wagons belong to
a time before that of cars. As such, they view children's
chronological knowledge as representing "a very impressive area
of prior knowledge that teachers can make use of" (p.74).
However children's use of dates with much accuracy develops much
later.
Summary
These studies all found that elementary students, as well
as secondary, showed an interest in history and a willingness at
all ages to engage in historical thinking. Levels of historical
understanding were tentatively discussed. Older students
provided more sophisticated responses: historical understanding
seems to develop over time. The elementary studies found, as did
the secondary, that prior knowledge was an important determinant
of historical understanding though it often produced
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conflations.
All the studies raised intriguing questions about the
possibility of instruction influencing the development of
historical understanding. Assessing

students' prior knowledge

would seem to be an important starting point for teachers in
beginning historical studies. Once this is discovered they can
be discussed in the context of new learning.
Another suggestion commonly advanced by these researchers
is the desirability of making explicit

to children key

historical ideas, such as the difference between reason and
cause, the historian's role, and the use of evidence and
interpretation, through discussion. This "making explicit" is
being used by teachers in other subject areas as they discuss
and model mathematical thinking or the strategies that readers
or writers use when reading or writing or in the doing of
science. This study has been influenced by these ideas.
Although these studies are encouraging, both in terms of
the capabilities of children in developing historical
understanding and in the suggestion that teachers can influence
that development, primary children's understanding has not been
examined in any depth and the findings related to them must be
considered tentative. This study aims to develop our
understanding in this area.
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Chapter 3
RESEARCH DESIGN & METHODOLOGY

The Case Study
I selected a qualitative case study as the research design
best suited to investigate children's historical understanding
in the context of a classroom setting. Merriam (1988) describes
the case study as, "an intense, holistic analysis of a single
entity, phenomenon or social unit", with the goal being the
"understanding of a phenomenon." Its strengths lie in its
exploratory and descriptive features "that assume the value of
context and setting and that search for a deeper understanding
of the participant's lived experiences of the phenomenon"
(Marshall & Rossman,1995 p.39).
Merriam (1988) describes four characteristics of case
studies: they focus on a particular situation and thus are
termed "particularistic"; secondly, case studies are descriptive
yielding what has been characterized as "thick description" of a
situation; thirdly, the goal of a case study is heuristic and
aims to illuminate understanding and lastly, is inductive and
uses inductive reasoning in developing understanding. This study
employs these characteristics. It seeks to provide a detailed,
rich description of children's understanding, using descriptions
of the classroom context, children's writing, audio and
videotaped interviews and discussions. Understanding of their
understandings is achieved through inductive reasoning in an
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analysis of the data.
The case study recognizes the complexity of both the
classroom environment and the difficulty in assessing children's
thinking. It addresses these issues by encouraging the
production of rich description to aid in analysis.
This study follows from and has been influenced by the case
studies of children's historical thinking that have been
discussed earlier. It attempts to provide information in an area
that has been relatively unstudied-that of primary children's
historical understanding.
The Research Setting and Participant Selection
The site of this study, Fulford Elementary School, is a
small, rural, public elementary school with a population of
around 140 students, located on Salt Spring Island. Salt Spring,
the largest of the southern Gulf Islands, sits between the major
centers of Vancouver and Victoria and has a population of
approximately 9,500. It has a major town in the center of the
island, Ganges, where the secondary school is located and two
villages, at the north end and south ends of the island. Fulford
Elementary is near the south end village of Fulford.
Students in the school are predominately white and

from a

middle class background. Half of them have parents with some
university education. All except one family

have at least 1

parent working. Of these, 8 are professionals including a
physiotherapist, professors and foresters. The nonprofessionals include a Coast Guard member, house cleaner,
farmers, carpenters and musicians and artists.
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My class of 18 Grade 1-2 students was involved in the
study. They displayed a range of abilities:4 were receiving
learning assistance in reading and writing, 11 could be called
average students and 4 were strong students, reading beyond the
level commonly expected at this age.
A description of the research project was provided to
parents at my October 1997 parent meeting and to the students
before the study began. All the students were invited to
participate and all returned signed consent forms. Of the 18
students, 12 were in Grade 1 and 6 were in Grade 2, including 11
girls and 7 boys. Pseudonyms have been used in this study.
The study was conducted from January 1998 to June 1998.
Most activities took place in the classroom but many field trips
were taken into the community. They are described in the next
chapter. We studied local history studies 2-3 times a week with
sessions ranging from 1- 2 hours.
Researcher Role
The researcher's role in this study was one McMillan &
Schumacher (1997) term, "insider-researcher", as I had the role
of teacher in the setting selected. Anderson, Herr and Nihlert,
(1994) label this role as "practitioner-researcher" and discuss
it as a type of participant observation. They note potentially
positive, as well as negative aspects of this role. The research
can be enriched by the teacher's insider's knowledge of a
setting, but it can also be difficult for the practitionerresearcher to view the setting dispassionately. In this study,
strategies were used to minimize bias and are discussed later.
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Hammack (1997) discusses the ethical issues surrounding the
teacher researcher, particularly when the researcher is also the
teacher of those studied. He notes the importance of a lack of
coercion in obtaining consent and also in the importance of
confidentiality for those who have chosen not to participate. He
notes possible conflicts between the two roles. However he
believes if the activities examined as research would have been
carried out as regular classroom practice, "potential conflicts
between teaching and research will be reduced" (p. 258). In the
case of my study, all of the activities pursued, except the
interviews, were part of my classroom practice; even the
interview activity was only a slightly modified version of my
regular practice, where I would have posed the interview
questions to the class as a whole, rather than to individuals.
Classroom Context
It is worthwhile considering the nature of the classroom in
which this study took place, as it influences the outcome of the
study. I would characterize my approach to teaching as being
child-centered and developmental, meaning that I attempt to
assess where the children are in their learning and then move
them on.
I would like the children in my class to feel as if they
are part of a community of learners. To this end, I teach the
same students for two years, through grades 1 and 2. The older
students are encouraged to help the younger and the children are
not rigidly grouped by grade level. Rather, activities are
provided that are open-ended enough for all students to
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participate in at the level they are able. For example, we all
write at "Writing Workshop", but the Grade Is may label a
picture, while the Grade 2s may work at pieces that are a few
pages long. If they are able, younger children are invited to
work with older students, in math for example. The Grade 2s may
work with the younger students, if they need more support.
Our community includes parents, who are invited to
participate in the classroom. Many do; there are parents in
almost daily, listening to the children read or sharing their
interest or talents. We have artists come paint with us, writers
share their drafts, and so on. Our community is also the basis
of many of our studies, for example, we collected data on the
most common plants, trees, animals and birds in our backyards in
science and in social studies, have observed traffic patterns in
Fulford village. In doing so, I try to tie conceptual learning
to the children's experiences.
Approach to Teaching History
As one of the purposes of this study was to examine if and
how teaching affects the development of children's historical
understanding, it is important

to examine the manner in which ,

this was attempted. As teacher-researcher in my Grade 1-2
classroom, I attempted to facilitate this development by
utilizing promising strategies discussed in previous research,
while engaging in what Levstik and Barton (1997) describe as,
"collaborative, disciplined inquiry, in which they [children]
investigate important questions in authentic ways" (p.16), in
other words in the doing of history. The aim is to "teach a
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subject not to produce little living libraries, but to consider
matters as an historian does, to take part in the process of
knowledge..." (Bruner cited in Cooper, 1992, p.33).
Local history

was chosen as a focus of study for several

reasons. Stephens (1977) lists many of the benefits of teaching
local history, among them being: "it permits the children to
share in the common culture of the community" (p.8) and in doing
so contributes to the "understanding of present society, both by
demonstrating how that society has evolved and by contrasting it
with other societies in the past" (p.8). Thus it provides for,
what Rogers (1987) sees as the goal of history, the provision of
a frame of reference. As noted earlier, at this point in
provincial history with First Nations issues being prominent, an
understanding of local history,would contribute to a building of
understanding of these issues; an important goal for this
province's citizens.
Another benefit of this type of study is that primary
sources, which are an important part of historical inquiry, are
easily available for use. Traces of the past remaining as
evidence for the students to readily examine include: shell
middens, petroglyphs, old buildings and artifacts in local
museums. Senior citizens are also available as informants.
Principles borrowed from language theorists Cambourne and
Turnbill (1987) have also guided the approach to teaching I used
in our study of history. This can be characterized as a
developmental approach. These educators have suggested that oral
language develops when certain factors are present and these
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factors will facilitate reading and writing development and, in
fact, learning of any type. Hyde and Hyde (1991) have applied
them to mathematics teaching. I applied them to my language arts
teaching and found them useful to apply to history teaching. The
following describes how this was done.
These factors are:
• Immersion
• Demonstration
• Expectation
• Purpose
• Approximation
• Choice
• A climate for creativity
Immersion

Cambourne and Turnbill (1987) believe children

learn language more easily when "immersed" in it: hearing
language spoken, being read to and being surrounded by print.
Relating this idea to the subject of history suggests children
would benefit by being "immersed" in history; in a classroom
that provided a rich array of history resources, including
artifacts, photographs, books and time lines and that teachers
should provide a variety of classroom activities that encourage
children to do what historians do. Teachers should help students
attend to the historical connections around them, in other
curricular areas, current events, and so on. This was attempted
in our class.
Demonstration

Just as children benefit from

demonstrations of speech as they learn oral language,
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demonstrations of historical thinking done by expert
practitioners would be beneficial. To this end, local historians
were invited in to provide demonstrations to the class,
examining evidence, hypothesizing, making interpretations,
considering rival interpretations.
Expectation

Parents expect their children to learn to

speak and project this expectation to them, generating
confidence. Applying this in the history classroom teachers
should expect children to participate in historical thinking
activities, conveying a belief in their abilities. In our class,
the activities provided and my manner attempted to do so.
Purpose

Authentic purposes for speaking, reading and

writing are advocated by Cambourne and Turnbill, in much the
way, that the doing of "real history" is advocated by this study
and by many of the researchers cited. The purposes and
procedures of the study was explained to the students. Gallas
(1994) has described how, in her work as a teacher- researcher,
the process of data collection "becomes part of the life of the
classroom and is absorbed into the interaction between teacher
and student" (p.6). In making her work as researcher visible to
the children she intends to "make it clear I am documenting our
work" (p.6). I emulated Gallas because I believe by doing so a
teacher helps to create a collaborative atmosphere which not
only implies respect for students as subjects, but might
encourage sharing of ideas, which

useful in understanding their

thinking.
Approximation

Cambourne and Turnbill note that as
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children learn language their approximations are accepted and
even encouraged on their way to becoming competent language
users. Likewise, teachers should not consider children to be
failures at historical thinking if they do not demonstrate
adult-like abilities. The children's "first steps" at historical
thinking were encouraged in our classroom.
Choice

In language learning, providing choice empowers

students to create their own meanings. In our history classroom,
choice was provided with a selection of open-ended activities.
A climate

for creativity

Hyde (1991) notes the benefits

in providing a classroom environment that encourages creativity:

In each subject area there should be opportunities for
students tothink and explore new (and perhaps unusual)
conceptions, metaphors,analogies, perspectives, ideas,
problems, and situations... Since cognition itself is
largely a process of constructing meaning and understanding
in personal ways, students should be encouraged to
formulate their own questions, design their own inquiries,
and create their own criteria fordecisions." (p.37)
This climate was aimed for in our classroom and numerous
activities provided for creative thinking, including raising
questions and interpreting evidence. These are described in
detail in the next chapter.
Data Collection Procedures
The research was conducted during class time in my Grade
1-2 classroom at Fulford Elementary School. The local history
study and research gathering began in January 1999 and continued
through May.
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Multiple methods of data collection were used, including
interviews, writing, audio and videotaping of class discussions:

To assess

understanding

of the concept

of history

each student

was individually interviewed before and at the end of the local
history study and asked:
a) Can you tell me what you think history is?
b) Do you know what historians (people who study history)
do?
Responses were audiotaped and transcribed.

To assess

children's

understanding

of empathy

students were

asked to write:
a) a narrative at the end of the study. They were given
directions : Write a narrative in which you pretend you are an
early settler child.

To assess

students

interpretation

ability

to use evidence

one heterogeneous

in

historical

group of 5 students was

videotaped or audiotaped two times while engaging in discussions
of evidence, once early in the study and at the end. Taped
sessions were approximately twenty-thirty minutes long. Students
were asked:
a. What can we say for sure about this object?
b. What can we reasonably guess about the object. Give your
reasons.
c. What would you like to know about it?
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Field notes were taken to describe both the classroom
context as well as the context during which the data collecting
occurred.

Data Collection Techniques
Interviews.
Data collected through interviews allows the researcher to
obtain participant meanings revealing how individuals make
sense of events (McMillan & Schumacher,1997) - in this case,
children's understanding of history and of what historians do.
The interview questions used are similar to those used in
previous studies with children (Levstik & Pappas,1987;
VanSledright & Brophy,1992). Interview probes were sometimes
necessary to elicit elaboration. McMillan and Schumacher(1997)
note, "most qualitative interviewers prefer a conversational
tone to indicate empathy and understanding while conveying
acceptance to encourage elaboration of subtle and valid data"
(p.453) and this was considered when interviewing the children
in the study.
Children's writing.
Levstik and Pappas (1997) note, "combined with other forms
of assessment, writing has tremendous potential for providing
insight into what students know and can do" (p.164). It is
important that the study's writing assignments be open-ended to
encourage children to express their knowledge, rather than
searching for a single correct answer. It is recognized that
some children know more than they can easily express in writing.
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For that reason data were collected in a variety of forms to tap
into various ways children can show what they know.
Discussion.
Discussions are major part of classroom historical inquiry
and involve testing different points of view, expressing
feelings, makings judgments. Through discussion students develop
historical understanding together (Levstik 1997). Researchers
have fruitfully examined

children's discussions to understand

children's thinking and examine how that thinking develops
within the social context of discussion with others (Ashby & Lee
1987; Shemilt,1987). Notes were kept of our class discussions.
Videotaping and audiotapina.
Videotaping and audiotaping of class discussions was done
as another way to assess the children's historical
understanding. Video was used instead of audio in order to more
readily display the students' interest and engagement in
historical discussions. Videotaping of students has been done by
a number of researchers in this area (Ashby & Lee,1987,1997;
Seixas,1996).
Data analysis.
Data collected for this case study included the students'
writing,taped and transcribed interview questions,and videotaped
and transcribed discussions. It also includes my field notes, in
which I recorded contextual information, as well as observations
and reflections thought potentially useful in my analysis.
The data were analyzed in reference to the two main areas
under investigation in this study: firstly how children
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understand the concept of history and what historians do and
secondly, concepts of historical understanding they demonstrate,
including

evidence and interpretation, and empathy. Conceptual

frameworks used in defining these concepts have been discussed
in the literature review.
The analysis depended on careful and repeated reviews of
the data. The data collected were organized

into segments or

meaning units (McMillan & Schumacher, 1997) which were then
organized by topic and coded. This analysis

began from the

data, but categories from other studies were used if they seemed
meaningful in this context. Many of the studies discussed have
categorized aspects of children's historical understanding and
these were consulted. Particularly useful were Shemilt's (1987)
categories of stages of understanding of what historians do,
which have been detailed earlier for the data collected from my
interviews with the children and Ashby and Lee's (1987)
categories of empathetic thinking, also detailed earlier.
Pattern seeking is important in order to make general
statements about relationships among categories. Triangulation
of data was important in this study. The data collected from the
students in various forms were compared to see if patterns
recurred or if discrepancies surfaced. The data were checked and
rechecked for possible rival interpretations.
Validity
Strategies suggested by McMillan and Schumacher (1997) to
enhance

validity of data collection and analysis techniques

were adopted in this study are briefly described here:
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1. Participant

statements

language; verbatim accounts

are literal

made by participants in a study and included in the

findings.
2.

Low-inference

descriptors

refer to precise, detailed

descriptions of people and situations and are included in field
notes.
3 . Mechanically

recorded

data involve the use of tape and video

recording devices.
4. Member checking

involves informal checking with participants

for accuracy.
5. Negative cases

or discrepant

data refers to the search for,

and analysis and reporting on, negative cases or discrepant data
that may emerge and may be exceptions to patterns noted in a
study.
Strategies these authors recommended in the desire for
disciplined subjectivity on the part of the researcher were used
to minimize researcher bias and are described briefly:
1. A peer

debriefer

is a disinterested colleague who discusses

research findings with the researcher and is useful in
developing understanding by posing questions that require the
researcher to make explicit her assumptions and understanding of
the study. A colleague was sought out to discuss this case study
and the emerging analysis.
2. A field

log

chronologically documents time spent in the

field, places and persons involved. I used such a log.
3. A field

journal

is a type of journal the authors refer to as

a reflex journal containing: records of decisions made, as well
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as the "researcher's ideas, personal reactions, possible related
literature, and questions for further investigation"(p.409). I
kept such a j ournal.
4. Audibility

refers to a record including data management

techniques, codes, categories and themes used to interpret the
study data. I kept such a record.
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Chapter 4
In The Classroom: Our Local History Study
As our local history study sought to be a vehicle for
developing the children's historical understanding it deserves a
closer look. By providing a description of the activities we
engaged in, including the children's responses, we can consider
their influence when analyzing the research findings. As well,
the children's responses to classroom activities contribute to a
picture of their understanding.
Our classroom activities can be considered as belonging to
one of three categories, depending on the primary teaching goal
behind them: firstly; activities which worked to facilitate an
understanding of what history is/ what historians do; secondly,
those which engaged students in historical methods; and thirdly,
those whose aim was to enable students to gain contextual
knowledge.
These categories do not have strict boundaries, as many of
the classroom activities described in one category have elements
of the other categories as well. There is no strict
chronological sequence implied by these categories, although we
did engage in the activities included in the first category
first in order to "set the stage" for our study and to provide a
frame within which to consider the activities that followed.
These activities will be discussed first.
There were also historical activities going on in the
classroom unrelated to my planned activities, initiated by the
students. These I call "parallel history studies" and they will
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also be described in this chapter.
Activities Relating to Historical Understanding
The first activities we engaged in were those which aimed
at developing the student's understanding of what historians do
and what history is. This was done by inviting local
practitioners in to discuss their methods and their areas of
study. I wanted the children to learn about history from its
practitioners and to see history as something community members,
some of whom were parents of children in the class or school,
engaged in.
Before our first visitor came we did a class brainstorm of
what we knew about history. The class showed scanty knowledge
and only a handful of students.participated. Responses included
the idea that history was about the past somehow: "it's about
things that happened long ago", "when indians were and the
cavemen, like what they eat". We had recently visited a large
Leonardo exhibit at the provincial museum in Victoria and one
student answered,"when Leonardo was alive".
We next brainstormed what we'd like to know about history.
The students showed a curiosity about specific periods: "What
was it like in the stone age?"; "What did cavemen really look
like?" This activity also brought forth thoughtful questions
such as, "What was it like to be a person in the past?" and,
"Will the things that happened in the past happen in the
future?"; a question which later surfaced in this student's
personal writing.
Our first visitor was a father of one of my students, Larry

Woods. He is a professor of international studies and had been
researching John Nelson, an important figure in Canada's
involvement in international organizations. He looked at our
chart of what we knew about history and noted that we were
right- history was about famous people and others that were not
so famous. He noted in response to the student who had wondered
if history repeats itself, that we try to learn from history,
both from good and bad things.
He then led them in an interpretation of an old photograph,
asking them, "What do you notice?"

It was a photo of a leper

colony on D'Arcy Island, not far from Salt Spring. The children
were immediately interested and many hands went up:

Natasha: "looks worn down"
Cody: "looks old fashioned"
Sam: "looks like a cowboy"
Anna: "looks sad"
Daniel:"looks poor"
Justin: "looks black"

He then asked them where they thought the man depicted
came. Answers included Mexico, Africa, the wild west and the
east. Larry told them he was from China, had

been living in

Victoria and had been taken to D'Arcy Is. Daniel wanted to know
how old the man would be now and Larry told him 130. He then
asked the class where you get old pictures like the one he'd
showed. Cody answered the museum, Sam, the photo store. Larry
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then told them many historians get old pictures from the museum
and the archives and that Salt Spring had it's own archives.
In this manner, Larry continued for over an hour, an
energetic and lively speaker, posing questions, providing
information and inviting the children to interpret old
photographs. The children were interested in the photos shown
and enjoyed speculating on them and on the questions they'd been
asked.
Upon hearing new information,

they often had questions of

their own. For example, after hearing that

5-7 lepers were on

the island at a time, they were intrigued and asked, "How did
they take them out?" and "Were there any kids in the leper
colony?"
Near the end of his talk Larry talked explicitly about his
own study and the historical methods he used. He told the
children he'd begun his study with a question: How did Canada
get involved in international relations organizations? This
question had led him to John Nelson. He had then gone to the
archives for photos and information. He tracked down relatives
of Nelson's who he interviewed to find out more. He'd also read
Nelson's letters and papers and was using this evidence to try
to understand how Nelson had contributed to Canada's involvement
in international organizations. He told the class he had to
interpret the evidence he found and make reasonable guesses,
just as they had when discussing the photos.
A few days after Larry's talk we brainstormed a new chart:
What Historians Do. The students showed they had been influenced
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by Larry's talk, as almost all the elements they included had
been discussed by him:
• study people from the past, machines, tools
•think about the past, what would you do?
•begin with a question
•study old photographs
•interview relatives, other people
•use books, encyclopedias
•visit old buildings, sites

Larry stayed in contact with the class. He visited us a few
months later excited by a discovery he'd made while doing his
own research. It was a newspaper article from the Victoria
Times, 23 May, 1898 and described a concert "in aid of erecting
a telephone line to Fulford Harbour on Salt Spring Island". The
programme was described and included a play, Cock Robin, which
had been acted out and sung at the concert by "several young
ladies and gentlemen dressed to represent birds, fishes,
beetles, flies, etc." and "was a grand success... loudly
cheered." Larry suggested we do the same at our celebration at
the end of the year and the children were excited by the
prospect. Larry located the song and came in to help us learn
it, which the children enjoyed and would sing spontaneously at
times. Some students wrote it out in full during writing
sessions.
During the course of our study, other historians visited.
Linda Smith, a mother of an older student in our school, came in
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to share the oral history project she'd been doing for a
university anthropology course. She had been collecting oral
history from the descendants of early black settlers on Salt
Spring. As Larry had done, she posed questions to the class,
shared information and engaged the children in historical
methods. She began by asking the children why they thought
people wanted to learn about the past. Answers were varied from
those that showed interest to

those which displayed an

appreciation of the nature of social history:

Natasha: "to learn more, it's interesting"
Sam: "to find out how people lived"
Anna: " to find out how things got invented"
Cody: "we get ideas from them"
Sean: "everything we do is history"

Linda then asked the children how we can find out about the
past. Answers were linked to the finding or observation of
artifacts: " look at fossils", "go to museums". Linda then
interjected that we don't only need things to help us understand
the past, but people as well. She told us older people had
cultural knowledge to share and that's why she was interviewing
the people she was.
As Larry had done, she held up photos for the children and
asked them to interpret them.
Linda discussed the oral tradition and asked the children
what would be the advantage of it. Cody realized that "it would
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help you remember". Sam added, "so kids could tell their kids",
grasping it's perpetuating nature. "In this tradition", Linda
continued, with another question, "who held the knowledge?"
Natasha realized " grandpas, the old people".
Linda then shared artifacts that had been in her family and
how they had stories attached to them.
Then she asked the children what questions they would ask
if they were interviewing the people she was working with. Their
questions focused on daily life : "Did they have pets?", "What
kind of food did they have", "What did they cook on?" Daniel
asked, "Were there more black people on the island then than
now?" Linda responded by saying these were good questions, as
her purpose was to learn about daily life. She played her tape
for us, but unfortunately it was very hard to decipher.
Our next historian to visit was Mary Davidson. She is an
amateur historian whose interest lies in her own family's
history. They were early settlers on Salt Spring. She explained
to the class that her interest had led her to being in charge of
the local archives. She showed many slides from the archives of
early settler life, particularly of children on Salt Spring,
including many family pictures.
Another local historian who visited was Chris Arnett, who
has a passionate interest in local First Nations history and has
written a book detailing conflicts between local First Nations
and the colonial government. He began by telling us that we have
evidence of First Nations occupation in the Gulf Islands dating
back 5000 years and then proceeded to present some of this
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evidence: spear points and a maul. He pointed out that the maul
was probably used by a woman because of it's small size. He then
showed the class a bone wedge and asked them what it might be.
Observing its material they guessed, "a tooth" and it's a bone".
Shanti said, "It's for splitting wood". Chris told her she was
right and shared a source book on local artifacts with the
students, noting how they were classified by shape and material.
Chris went on to describe aspects of First Nations culture,
including how their society was organized, stories of local
place names and the story of the conflict detailed in his book.
The children asked questions during his talk. Questions arose
about the thunderbird and the supernatural, whether native
people and early settlers got along and about the practice of
slavery.
The last historian who visited was Ted Koppel, who has
written a book about the Hawaiian early settlers on Salt Spring,
known as the Kanakas. He gave a lecture style talk, describing
how and why the Kanakas had settled here. The children listened,
but seemed less engaged than in the presentations given
previously, which were more interactive.
These five historians were brought into the class for
several reasons. Through them, the children were introduced to a
variety of approaches to history. Larry was an academic
historian; Linda had an interest in oral history; Mary with
family history and Chris and Ted had interests linked to
specific peoples. As noted earlier, they were models for the
children of how history is done in the outside world, as opposed
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to the school world. All shared their enthusiasm and interest in
history as well as their knowledge of particular areas. Larry,
Linda, and to some extent Chris, shared some of their methods
with the children as well as engaging them in historical
methods, however briefly. The questions they posed to the
children were highly engaging, stimulating their thinking and
encouraging their understanding. Another benefit of course, was
that all were knowledgeable sources of information about early
Salt Spring history.
Activities Related to Historical Methods
Another goal of our study was to encourage children to do
what historians do: to engage in historical methods and, by
doing so, to gain a deeper understanding of history and the work
of historians. We did this through a variety of activities which
will be described next. We did activities relating to time,
including time lines; we did research on causation related to
why people move; we participated in activities in which we
interpreted evidence of various kinds and we collected
information by interviewing descendants of early settlers.
Time Lines
I wanted the students to begin to have an understanding of
the time frame we were dealing with in our study and thought a
time line, being a visual representation, could be effective. In
order to help children understand the concept of a time line
before beginning a Salt Spring time line, we did personal time
lines, thus connecting the concept with our own lives. The
personal time lines were assigned as homework. Parents were
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asked to discuss with their child what the child thought were
the five most important things that had happened in their life
and to help put the results on a time line. In this way a
discussion of significance was anticipated. As the children
brought their time lines in, we discussed them and tallied
important events. The results were as follows:

Trips-17
Starting school-16
Developmental milestones (learning to walk or talk)-15
Learning new things (to ski, read) -13
Moving- 13
Getting a new item (pet, pool, etc.)
Meeting important people (grandma, a friend)- 5
Injury- 4
Sibling born- 4
Celebrations-3

Although the students were interested in sharing their
work, the activity did not foster much discussion. We next began
a Salt Spring time line. We discussed when to begin it. Daniel
thought we should begin when there were no people, only animals
and end now. Mikaela thought we should begin when people came.
Others suggested when there were dinosaurs, indians, cave men,
before dinosaurs and when there were only horses and carriages.
These seemed to be all markers of a vague past for them.
I suggested Salt Spring's birthday as a starting place, as
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our own time lines had begun with our birthdays. Unfortunately,
none of us knew when that was. When I told the class a local
geologist had told me that our end of Salt Spring, the south
end, was older than the rest, a student who knew this geologist
offered to find out more. She came back to report that south
Salt Spring was 300 million years old. This information made the
creation of a time line starting from this date difficult- it
would have to start way down the hall somewhere! Instead I
suggested we start with when the First Nations came, which is
estimated at about 5000 years ago. I took a long strip of paper,
divided into

five sections each representing 1000 years. We

marked on it the long expanses of time only First Nations had
been here and the relative recent time the early settlers had
arrived (1860) and put a picture of ourselves at the end. This
time line was on display during our study and from time to time,
at my direction, we added to it.
Researching Historical Causes
In considering local history I wanted the students to know
why people had moved here, both First Nations and early
settlers. This question can be considered a small part of a
larger historical question: Why do people move? To connect
ourselves to this question, I asked the children to find out why
their families had moved to Salt Spring. As the children
returned their homework, we graphed the information in a picture
graph with the following results: most moved because Salt Spring
was quiet, beautiful or healthy. Many had family or friends
here, one moved for a better climate and another family moved to
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be near the Buddhist center on the island.
We then did more homework. The children found out when and
why their ancestors came to North America. The earliest was a
loyalist family who fled the US to Canada during the
Revolutionary War and the most recent a German family who had
arrived just a few years ago to do church work. Most had come
for land, work and for what we termed "a better life", as there
were also those escaping famine and war. We noted the difference
between the reasons why we had moved and the reasons for which
our ancestors had moved.
These activities seemed less interesting to the students.
While I found it exciting that one student's ancestors had been
fur traders working for the Hudson's Bay Company; the student
was unimpressed, probably having little idea of what the fur
trade was.
When I read to the class out of a book about Salt Spring
history (Kahn, 1998), we discovered that most settlers had come
to Salt Spring for cheap land and that black settlers had also
come north to escape discrimination. These reasons were similar
to the ones our ancestors had come, in general coming for a
better life.
Activities Involving Evidence and Interpretation
Working with evidence was another aspect of historical
methodology we engaged in during our study and one that was
highly engaging for the students. Evidence comes in a variety of
sources. The children were introduced to some of that variety
during the study including photographs, artifacts (both First
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Nation and early settler), journal entries, and historic sites
such as midden sites.
Photographs.
We looked at old photographs first. Students most often
noted changes over time such as different manners of dress. When
visiting historian, Larry, showed them a group shot taken early
in the century they noted it was taken in the past and when
asked how they knew a student answered, "the clothes- they
didn't know about zippers." When shown an early settler photo by
another visitor, Linda, and asked by her, "What can pictures
like this tell us?", the students noted in response, "that
people dress differently"; "they didn't have machinery" and that
"they used horses".
Artifacts.
During our study we were lucky to have a student teacher
with us, who fortuitously happened to be a descendent of an
early settler family. He told us of his grandfather preempting
land. He let us know that on this property, some of which was
still in the family, was a large midden that was gradually being
washed away by ferry waves. He and his family had found many
artifacts there and he showed them to the class. He asked them
first what they thought they were used for. Their answers were
reasonable, always noting materials and possible uses. Their
responses will be discussed further in the next chapter.
Diary Entries.
Another exercise we did during class was to interpret a
diary entry of Alexander Aitken, a shepherd on the farm of an
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early settler family. I asked them to raise their hands as I
read the diary aloud when they could draw an inference from the
text. I also asked them to consider how well it appeared the
First Nations and early settlers got along, given the diary as
evidence.
All seemed interested as I read and about half of the
students participated in the discussion, volunteering
contributions. Of these, five students were particularly vocal.
They drew reasonable inferences such as Mikaela did in the
following example. After hearing that "Miss Edith leaves for
England today", she concluded, "They were probably English
people since they're going to England". When I read that Master
Robert brought down some weeds [woods?]

for the Indians,

Natasha suggested maybe this was for basket making.
The students agreed with Sam that "they got along", after
hearing that

Alexander "Broght down one side of mutton for the

Indians", Daniel cautioned, "that doesn't mean they're always
nice." Emma noted, "some indians aren't friendly", after hearing
of a store robbery by "thirty Hydah canoes".
Emma was able to make global inferences, for example
stating, "It's kind of like he's a slave. He's helping a lot",
after hearing the variety of jobs he did.
These types of responses were seen in other contexts, such
as the class discussions described earlier when visiting
speakers asked them to interpret old photographs or historical
facts by posing such questions as: "Why do you think...?"
Historic Sites.
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We also visited several historic sites, including old
farmhouses and churches in the valley. We visited a midden for
observation purposes and also to search for evidence on the
beach ourselves. The midden clearly showed levels of use and the
children easily grasped the idea that this was the First
Nation's garbage dump. They all got to hunting, some sticking
with it longer than others. All found FCRs (fire cracked rocks)
and many found rock that "could be" an artifact, based on their
shapes. Two parents who were along found spear points!
Interviews.
Another way of gathering historical evidence is to
interview sources. Linda, one of the visiting historians, had
introduced us to this method and gotten us to begin thinking of
questions. We interviewed three descendants of early settlers to
the area. We

visited Bob Akerman, a local man in his 80s, a

descendent of the first settlers in the Fulford valley. His
grandfather preempted a large piece of land, which they cleared
and farmed, and on which family members still live. His
grandfather had married a Cowichan native woman. Bob has a large
collection of old photos and First Nations artifacts that have
been found in the area and has built his own museum, a small log
building, to house them. The children prepared questions to ask
him in class the day before our trip. Each child thought of one
question which was written on a strip of paper. Many of the
questions featured animals:
Mikaela: "When did the last cougar go?"
Sam: "What was your scariest cougar encounter?"
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Cody: "What was your scariest wolf encounter?"
Brendan: "When did the last bears go?"

The other area which provoked questions was daily life:
Rosa: "How did they wash their clothes?"
Kate: "Did your family have a boat?"
Emma: "What did the first settlers sleep on?"
Laura: "How did they travel to each others houses?"

Although Bob was a soft spoken man, the children listened
attentively.
Before our speaker on First Nations, Chris Arnett, visited,
the class brainstormed a list of questions they wanted to know
about First Nations. Most of these questions also focused on
daily life: "What did they eat?" (Cody), "Did they have pets?"
(Sean); but many were about children: "Did children do chores,
like dig clams?" (Natasha) and "What were their kids' toys?"
(Cody). A few questions were about relations: "Did the whites
and indians fight on Salt Spring?"; "Did the different tribes
get along?" (Emma).
For the children in the class interviewing was a way of
collecting information. They didn't interrogate these sources or
consider possible bias on the part of their informants, as an
adult historian might, but as these were first steps in
interviewing, this was not to be expected. Instead it was hoped
that the realization that historical information can be gained
from local people, and not just experts or history books, was
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fostered. The visiting experts had told them they themselves
gained information in this manner and now the students had first
hand experience with the process, as well as other historical
methods..
Activities to Promote Contextual Knowledge
Many activities were planned to develop the children's
knowledge of the time period studied. Without contextual
knowledge, little historical thinking is possible. Two areas of
study were focused on: early settler life and First Nations
life.
Early settler life.
We learned about early settler life in a variety of ways,
from reading books on pioneer life in general and Salt Spring in
particular. Visiting sites and handling artifacts were planned
to help develop a picture of the time. Interviewing and
listening to descendants of early settlers was another source of
information.
Visiting the museum at the Farmer's Institute was one of
the children's favorite activities. It's a small museum in a
little old house run on a volunteer basis, containing mostly
early settler items and a few arrowheads. The children loved it
because they were allowed to touch and use many of the items.
Favorites included a gas mask from WWl, a wringer washer, an old
typewriter, adding machines and old bonnets. There were old
plows and harvesting equipment they could climb on outside. They
were definitely more interested than when we had looked at nontouchable exhibits. They liked trying to figure out how the old
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tools worked.
When we got back to class I suggested we start our own
museum. The students brought in an eclectic collection of items
including a butter churn, an old wringer washer attachment and
"old" pop bottles. I had the children label the items with where
they had been found and what it was used for and they were then
displayed on a shelf in the classroom.
We visited several of the descendants of early settlers in
their homes, which were original family homesteads. Mrs. Gyves,
a woman in her 80s lives in the valley in her family's
farmhouse. We asked her to tell us about long ago on Salt
Spring. We sat in her fir paneled living room on the floor as
she showed us old pictures and talked. She told us stories of
her grandparents, how their first house had no windows and a
blanket for the door and that they could hear wolves howling at
night. She told us about a time when her grandmother was helping
her grandfather plow and her grandmother told him if he swore
one more time she would go inside. He did, so in she went. The
children enjoyed these stories and asked her questions about how
they celebrated birthdays and holidays and about toys. They also
asked her about chores, school and discipline: "Did you get hit
with a stick?"
They were fascinated by her telling us she didn't go to
Ganges (the main town on the island) often and that when she did
it was by horse and wagon. As a follow-up activity, the class
illustrated and did a caption of one thing they'd learned from
her. Examples follow:
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"Mrs. Gyves on Mt. Maxwell"
Miss Gyves and her sister climbed Mt. Maxwell. They got
lost.It got dark. They were scared. They made it home.
(Sam)

"Coming With Water"
A long time ago little boys go and get water for the
school. (Jiyah)

"Miss Gyves Milking The Cow"
This is Miss Gyves as a kid. She is milking the cow.
It is one of her chores. (Emma)

"Miss Gyves Christmas"
Every Christmas they would get 1 doll each. The boys would
get 1 ball each. (Eswen)

We also visited Lotus and Gwen Ruckle in their Victorian
farmhouse in what is now a provincial park. The house remains
much as it must have been like when first built, with a working
wood cook stove and wringer washer in the kitchen.
They told us stories of when they were young and many of
their stories of chores and walking to school and of wild
animals were similar to Miss Gyves'. Topics the children asked
about were school, chores, games and discipline. The strap and
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the dunce cap at school were of particular interest.
As noted previously in the section on interviewing, we
also visited Bob Akerman, a descendent of the first settlers in
the Fulford valley. He told us many stories about early settler
life. They particularly enjoyed hearing a cougar hunting story
in which Bob and his brother had tracked a cougar on a nearby
mountain. The cougar had been in their hen house. When
confronted, the cougar grabbed their dog. They then had a tugof-war with the cougar until one of the brothers shot it!
Both Mary Davidson and Ted Koppel, visiting historians
discussed earlier, also presented the class with information
about the past.
After studying early settler life in this way, we had Early
Settler Day. We had a day of early settler activities, which we
carried out with a lot of parent volunteer help. We all dressed
up to play the part. We began our day with a stop at one of the
student's farms to do our chores- feeding the cows and chickens.
Then we went to the Little Red Schoolhouse, the first school at
Beaver Point. The building is over 100 years old. It is now a
preschool that many of the children have attended. We began with
an enactment of early school. I borrowed a copy of the training
tape for the Craigflower School program and followed their
outline. We opened with prayers, did recitations, had an object
lesson and a spelling bee. The kids loved it when student
teacher Monty came in late and had to stand in the coat room.
At recess time Monty taught them an old game, Marco Polo.
In the afternoon the parents ran activities for the kids
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including bread-making, using a scrub board and wringer, butter
churning, ice cream making, splitting rails and shakes, sewing,
using pen and ink, using a cross-cut saw and story telling. The
children loved the day. In the car on the way back to school
Tilly said, "It was the best day!" and Shanti agreed.
First nations' life.
As we had when studying about the early settlers, we found
out more about First Nations in a variety of ways. We read about
them in books about local history such as Cedar by Hilary
Stewart. We looked at artifacts in class and in the local
museums and we listened to local historians who had an interest
in this area, Chris Arnett, already mentioned, and Doug Andrew,
who leads a parks programme called, "First Nation's Shopping
Mall" down at Ruckle Park.
Chris described daily life, conflicts with early settlers
and retold stories.Stories relating to the supernatural were
enjoyed by the class particularly one about a local landmark,
Mt. Maxwell. The story explained the reason for the mountain's
slumped over shape. It was because the mountain had bent over
when asked by a giant, in what is now Point Roberts, who was
aiming an arrow to kill an octopus monster across the water near
the town of Duncan.
We also went on field trips to visit sites of First Nations
artifacts and to view the artifacts in Bob Akerman's museum. We
visited a stone bowl near the harbour and some students tried
grinding leaves in it. We saw a petroglyph in the area and did
rubbings on sheets to hang in class.
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The parks program was a favorite with the class. Doug is
enthusiastic about his subject and a humorous presenter. He
discussed the plants native people used and passed around models
of items he'd created, eg. a canoe baler. He involved the
students in making rope from stinging nettle and in playing a
game, "Pala Pala", which involved pulling fern leaves off a
stalk while saying "pala pala" without taking a breath. It was a
game First Nations youth used to develop breath control prior to
being involved in whaling activities. The kids loved these
activities.
One of my concerns during the study was that because there
are no First Nations people on the island, students tend to view
them as historical features- much like the cave men. For
example, when I told them we'd be visiting a First Nations
school in neighboring Saanich a student asked, "Do they speak
English?" The school visit was planned to raise their awareness
of present day First Nations presence.
We wrote to a Grade 1 -2 class at Lau Wei New Tribal
School, introducing ourselves and asked if we could visit. The
teacher, a young First Nations woman, suggested we visit on
National Aboriginal Day, which we did. The students met and
played together in the playground before visiting centers set up
and manned by elders demonstrating weaving, spinning and
drumming. A favorite with all the students was native language
bingo. We had a snack of bannock. In the afternoon we joined in
playing the bone game, which was accompanied by drumming. We
ended the day by going into the gym for an assembly. There we
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watched and joined a group of dancers of mixed ages. The
children enjoyed the day, even if they were a bit shy in this
new situation.
As described above, the students were provided with many
opportunities to gain knowledge of the time period under study.
Opportunities were presented in a variety of ways, including
visiting sites, handling artifacts, interviewing sources,
listening to guest speakers and reading books. They showed wide
ranging interests from wondering about the details of everyday
life in the past to an interest in animal stories, in First
Nations stories about the supernatural among others. They were
able to recall a wide range of information in writing activities
and in class discussions These are described in detail in the
next chapter.
Parallel History Studies
Some history activities went on in the class initiated by
the students. Sean was one particularly keen student. He showed
a strong interest in history, particularly ancient empires and
battles. He said he had learned about these from a video game,
Age of Empires. He was a very out-going, enthusiastic student
and his enthusiasm sparked the interest of other students. He
began writing a piece about ancient empires in January that
sustained him off and on until the end of the year. He drew many
drawings of warriors and put them up in the classroom on what he
named the "war door". A few other students, including one girl,
also contributed drawings.
Sean also organized plays and brought in a big piece of
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muslin to use as a Roman toga. However, as it was heavy and
bulky, it wasn't used much. Ryder, another member of the class,
knowing Sean's interests, copied information off the internet
for him on the Romans. Near the end of the year, Sean came in
with a song he'd written, "Zenobia" . We sang it with the music
teacher.
One day Sean brought in a large piece of paper from home on
which he'd constructed three graphs asking: "Do you like
Nebuchadnezzar? Do you like Julius Caesar? Do you like history?"
As he was the only one in the class who had heard of
Nebuchadnezzar, we had to get a book out of the library and read
about him before we could decide. Most voted no as we had
learned he was very war-like!
Another student who pursued his interest on his own was
Daniel. He was consistently the most vocal student in class
discussions, both answering and raising questions. He wrote two
essay type pieces as he pondered the subject. He also wrote a
piece about the making of the Sphinx.
These two boys' interests sparked class discussion. Daniel
decided one day that Julius Caesar wasn't very smart because
he'd used lead pipes for water and that made people sick. Sean
agreed, "Yeah, the Romans weren't that smart, they copied the
Greeks" . When I asked, wasn't that a smart thing to do; don't
we dp that all the time, he remained unconvinced.
Another question that bothered Sean was why the Greeks and
Romans had sewers and running water and the coastal First
Nations didn't. When Chris Arnett, the local historian
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interested in First Nations visited we raised this question. He
explained that the two groups were not in contact and that all
of these cultures knew how to live where they were living. The
Greeks and Romans lived in big cities and needed sewers, while
the First Nations lived in smaller groups and didn't. Although
Sean remained convinced of the superiority of the Greeks and
Romans, he showed a willingness to grapple with thorny questions
and with more opportunities to discuss issues such as these, I
believe it likely that his thinking and that of others would
develop.
These parallel history studies have a positive affect in
the classroom in several ways and so should be welcomed by
teachers. In encouraging these types of activities, I believe
teachers are empowering students to study the history that
interests them, and by doing so, model to other students the
idea that history is an activity one can choose to involve
oneself, not just a school activity. Just as teachers are
excited when students read on their own time; viewing this as a
major step in becoming a life-long reader, so teachers should be
excited at the presence of students choosing to study historical
topics, showing themselves to be on their way to life long
studies of history. Another positive side to these types of
activities is that these students tend to involve others in
discussions and related activity,
Summary
As described above, the study encompassed a wide range of
activities and historical time. The students often participated
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with thoughtfulness, showing a willingness to speculate and to
raise questions. The students were interested in most
activities, but some were more engaging than others. Activities
they found most engaging included: interpreting evidence of
various types, sessions with guest speakers that were multimedia and in which their participation was included, hands on
opportunities to handle artifacts and role playing historical
events. Also engaging for those involved were the self initiated
parallel history activities.
Activities they found least engaging were viewing exhibits
of objects they couldn't touch, time line activities and lecture
style demonstrations. This could possibly be because all these
activities are all somewhat abstract and less hands on. The
influence of these activities will be considered in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 5
REPORT AND DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS

In this chapter I will report and discuss my findings
related to the research question in the context of the classroom
study. Responses from the Grade Is and Grade 2s were similar and
one group did not appear more advanced in their thinking than
the other, although three of the Grade 2s were the most verbal
of the group.
The findings contain many examples of "thinking in action":
students constructing in the moment, their own ideas and the
explanations for these ideas. These ideas have been clustered
around similar types of responses, in order to differentiate
between them.
My interpretation of my research data suggests that young
children can engage in historical thinking and that this
thinking can be developed through teaching. Their historical
thinking is seen within the context of a developmental
perspective on learning and thinking. Though examples given in
the findings are often brief and less elaborated, the children
in this study can be viewed as being in the process of learning
history. As Duhlberg (1999) has noted, students such as these
can be seen as "taking the essential first steps toward more
sophisticated thought" (p.152).
Children's Historical Interests
The children in this study, as in many others previously
noted in this study, showed by their responses to have an
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interest in history and to enjoy its study. From my
observations, their interest was more easily sparked by subjects
different or remote from themselves and their point in time.
They found learning about First Nations more interesting, for
example, than early settlers. They showed curiosity about cave
people and the Greeks and Romans, asking on more than one
occasion if we could study them. This is interesting in that
some researchers have suggested that family history might be a
good way into history for students (Duhlberg,1999). At this age,
this seems not to be the case. The students showed less interest
in their personal time lines and family histories than in other
activities we did, contributing fewer responses during class
discussions. It could be that more exotic topics provide more
imaginative hooks for young children (Egan,1990).
Interest was also shown in the everyday lives of children
in the past. They were also interested in wild animal stories as
shown in the questions they raised in a variety of contexts.
Cougar sightings today are rare, but excitedly reported on by
the children at the school when they occur. Hearing about them
in the past was thrilling for them. Considering how children
lived in the past was interesting for them and they showed
strong interest in chores, punishment and school.
As noted earlier, the class enjoyed hands on activities.
Looking for and handling artifacts were favorite activities.
Dramatic play, as in our "Early Settler Day" was another
favorite activity.
It makes sense for teachers to capitalize on the interests
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of children by providing opportunities for the activities which
they find most engaging when appropriate.
What is History?
Pre-study.
This question was used to assess children's conception of
history at both the beginning and end of the study.
When students were asked at the beginning of the study what
they thought history was most (11/18) said they didn't know or
gave answers indicating confusion: "you're sort of dead". They
often looked puzzled, needed time to think or just immediately
said no. Mikaela had a vague idea but couldn't find the words to
develop the idea: " I'm trying to remember what my mum's history
is vcause it's kind of history", but couldn't say any more.
The remainder of the class (7) connected history with the
past: "stuff that happened long ago". Examples were given by
some: "back then, like when Leonardo was alive", "it's like when
indians were", "you can write about war", "famous people and
what they did and liked to do". Sean's answer referred to
natural history, although his use of terminology was confused:
"how humans went through the revolution... the revolution is how
humans changed from monkeys and changed to sort of hairy persons
then humans like us". Answers were brief. Most weren't familiar
with the term and those that were had a limited understanding.
Post study.
At the end of the study, only one student answered the
question what is history with some confusion, "Math?" Their
answers were twice as long and they answered with confidence,
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showing an increase in their understanding.
All of the students, except the one already mentioned,
connected history with the past in various ways. Many cited
examples as well; most commonly examples related to our study,
"early settlers and indians", but mention was also made of the
Greeks and Romans and cavemen. One student

noted the active

nature of doing history: "finding out things that happened a
long time ago." Two only provided one or two examples related to
our study and didn't use the more abstract concept of "the
past".
Four of the students connected themselves to history.
Possibly more of the students could also do this, but
unfortunately I didn't ask all of them. Natasha, a Grade 1
student was able to see our place in the march of history:
" there will be other people here and 'cause we're going to be
part of history." Another Grade 1, after noting that history was
"things that happened long ago, artifacts, events and the first
people who came to Salt Spring", responded when asked, "What
about you?", "the past of me... what already happened to me".
Another student, Cody elaborated his answer and and provides an
example of "thinking in action: "it's like when time passed and
we have our own history when we were little. We have history and
other people have history. Everybody has history. People have
lots of history. I and Leonardo have history."
One student reflected on the nature of history during his
personal writing time on more than one occasion. The subject of
history seized his imagination and he pondered its meaning, much
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as Cody did during his interview:
History is sort of about old tools and old books.
I wonder if cave men can read.
The future is hard study because it hasn't happened yet.
History is sort of like when they did not have guns.
The future will be better then the past.
I think in the future there will be cars that can fly.
The past is sort of like when it was all water.
What Do Historians Do?
Pre- study.
Developing an understanding of the historian's role was an
important aim of our study. Before we began the study only one
student answered this question. The others were unfamiliar with
the term. The student who answered said, "They try to find
things that are queer and if they find something queer they try
to think back and they go on a journey to find stuff". His
answer shows an understanding of the historian's role, "they
think back" demonstrates his recognition of the role of
interpretation as well as that of gathering evidence.
Post- study.
At the end of the study, the students had a lot more to
say. All recognized the historian's active role. Shemilt's
(1987) levels were useful in categorizing the student's
responses. Only one student was at what Shemilt characterizes as
Level 1, believing that historical knowledge is something the
historian knows.
Most (11) were at Level 2, believing the role of the
historian to be as gatherer of evidence. This was reflected in
responses such as: "they look in books", "look in old buildings
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or newspapers", "look for old things and "go to a person who was
an early settler child". The context of the study had influenced
their thinking as all these responses reflected activities we
had done in class.
Level 3 students (3) were distinguished from their Level 2
classmates by a greater willingness to talk, and in doing so to
extend and elaborate their thinking. They recognized the
historian as an evidence gatherer, but also recognized the
necessity of interpretation of that evidence, as Shanti put it,
"they figure out stuff".
Two students appear on the verge of Level 4 thinking,
showing the beginnings of the recognition of the importance of
empathy in historical understanding.Emma said historians need to
"think like you're back then" and Sean said they need to "think
about what it would be like for them in the past." Emma
demonstrated this understanding in other contexts. For example
when a classmate complained they wouldn't have liked doing the
chores demanded of an early settler child, she responded in an
exasperated manner, "You wouldn't have known better! It was a
tradition back then!" When asked during a class discussion how
to do this, she responded, "pretend you're a person back then
and think". This sparked Sean to agree, "That's what I
do...where would there be a place... blah, blah..." Although in
these instances they are not demonstrating historical empathy,
but rather describing its task, it appears an development worth
encouraging. These students are taking the beginning steps
toward empathetic thinking by demonstrating an understanding
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that a person's perspective in the past is different from
someone's in the present. As Duhlberg (1998) has noted:

Shemilt (1980) has distinguished between being able to
actually take a historical perspective accurately and
realizing the importance of attempting to do so:...it is
far easier for a child to realize something of the
importance of attempting to see, for example, European
encroachment from theperspective of a Plains Indian, than
it is for him to empathize productively or correctly
with that perspective (p.217).
Duhlberg (1998) appreciates "the appropriateness of incomplete
perspective-taking as evidence of the growth in the direction of
better developed perspective-taking" (p.217).
A few students (4) recognized the contentiousness of
historical interpretation. This number might have been greater,
but I didn't ask all the children questions relating to this.
When asked by me, "Do historians always agree?", Natasha noted
that historians might disagree on "what stuff is and how old it
is". Sean noted that historians didn't agree because "we all
have different ways of finding out and thinking about history".
Cody also followed this line of thinking,noting, "people think
different things... people have different brains, make
guesses... this wouldn't work- test it, see what it's made of...
You need to add brains but you wouldn't exactly know 'cause
there's no one around to tell for sure." He also adds a caution:
Lots of people use different things in different cultures.
People could put stuff in garbage dumps, so it doesn't mean
it's from that culture. They might have left it there.
Someone might come along and say, "Cool! I didn't know
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they had this!" People can buy artifacts and move artifacts
and go to another country and loose them. Like ants in a
rock. Be careful what you find.

Cody's thinking is sophisticated. He realizes the uncertainties
of historical interpretation.
Children's Understanding of History/What Historians
Do:Discussion
In comparing the students' responses pre and post study,
growth in their understanding of what history is and what
historians do is seen. Although for the most part their
responses to the first question were brief and less elaborated,
they are beginning to build a concept of history, by connecting
it with the past and for many, by providing examples. All their
examples came from classroom experience, showing its importance.
This suggests that teachers could broaden this conceptual
knowledge by using historical examples from other parts of the
curriculum, for example, the date and details about a haiku
writer or when zero was invented, and so on, connecting history
to other subjects.
A few students were capable of reflecting on the nature of
the enterprise of history, showing an intellectual capacity not
often acknowledged in younger students. Providing more
opportunities for this type of reflection and its sharing in the
classroom might develop all students' thinking.
The students didn't often connect family history as a part
of history unless the question was directly put, although we had
discussed and worked with family history in class. This could be
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because we didn't spend as much time on this topic as we did on
the topics of First Nations and early settlers, both of which
were mentioned by the students or this could be because the
connection was not made explicitly enough for them by me.
All of the students experienced a large gain in their
understanding of the historian's role, as nearly all knew
nothing at the beginning of the study. The visits and
demonstrations by local historians, as well as the "doing of
history" in classroom activities, such as interpreting artifacts
were influential in the children's thinking, as all the things
the students said historians did had been witnessed or engaged
in by them. Engaging students in the methodology of history, as
well as being explicit about these methods,appeared to work in
developing the children's understanding.
As noted

earlier, Shemilt (1987) characterizes a low level

of historical understanding, Level 1 thinking, as having the
belief that history was something a historian knew. He suggests
that given teaching, students would probably move quickly into
the next stage. The fact that we had no students at this level,
after participating in the study, appears to confirm his
hypothesis.
Artifact Discussions
Pre-study.
Children were presented with unknown artifacts at the
beginning of the study and during the study to see how they
worked with evidence and later to see if cultural knowledge
learned during the study would inform their interpretations.
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Before the study had got underway, when the students were
presented with a stone tool used by local First Nations, all the
groups noticed its material, "it's rock" and that it had been
worked, "it looks like it has been carved". When asked how they
knew, they made comments such as, "I can see dents in it that
rocks wouldn't have", " a normal rock couldn't be shaped that
way", "nature can't make that shape". Many suggested it had been
in the water since "there were marks from barnacles on it".
They were eager to make conjectures, but bound by a lack of
knowledge. Some suggested stories of how it might have gotten
where it was, "I think it was a statue, fell off by the wind,
rolled down a mountain, went into the sea and here it is."
"Someone could have brought it here... because they liked it."
Sam, who had shown a wide range of general knowledge in
class work, noted, "I think it's something they used to squish
stuff. They put it down on stuff and used it to squish into
paste. They would do this and squish it up" and did a grinding
demons t ra t i on.
When asked what they would like to know, most had either no
response to the question and carried on with their previous line
of thinking or asked, "What is it?" This finding is consistent
with Cooper (1992) and leads me to believe this question is too
complicated for most young children. Cody was one student who
wanted to know more, asking, "What used to be there? What used
to live there? What used to be there? What used to be there a
long time ago?" He realized that knowledge of the context would
help him in deducing what the artifact was.
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They were all very curious to know what the object was.
Before telling them, I gave them a little more information. I
told them that the artifact had been found on the mudflats of
Fulford Harbour by a student. Given the marine context someone
suggested it could be "an anchor or weight".
When Sean claimed it was not only man-made, but he believed
it to be made "in a factory". Emma challenged his idea, "it
doesn't look like a factory made thing". When I asked her why
she couldn't tell me exactly, "I think it wasn't made in a
factory * cause factory made stuff kind of...".
Emma also challenged Sean's suggestion that the artifact
"could have rolled into the water years ago before it got over
there..." countering with, "rock sinks."
Using logical thinking to challenge each other's
hypothesis, like Emma had done, was common; when one student
noted, "It looks like it fell off a cliff and broke", another
countered with, "It would be all chipped up all over the place."
When asked, the only thing that the students were willing to say
they were sure of was that it was rock. The rest of the ideas
they agreed were "good guesses".
Post-study
The next artifact discussion we had came after we'd been
involved in the study a few months. We had began learning about
First Nations cultures and how they had lived. The children had
seen First Nations tools in books and genuine items in class and
at our local museum.
They were presented with a stone hammer used by local First
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Nations.

As they had in the first discussion, they noted its

material,"rock", and its worked appearance,"it's shaped", but
their guesses as to what it might be used for were informed by
the cultural knowledge they'd learned. Gone were guesses about
statues and birdbaths. Most were sure "indians used it" and
suggested possible uses: "for opening shells", "for smacking
clams to get them open", "cutting things like fish open", a
"fish club".
When asked what they could say for certain, they again
stated that they were sure it was made of rock, but couldn't be
absolutely sure what it was used for.
"What used to be there?" Evidence and interpretation:
pJSCUSSJQn.
The interpretation of evidence is central to the enterprise
of history. The children in this study enjoyed handling and
speculating on the uses of physical evidence. They enjoyed
holding and playing with artifacts. Lomas (1990) has noted the
usefulness of

them "to help convey a sense of reality" (p.31)

of the period studied. Young children benefit from concrete
experiences in concept development and this type of activity
supports this need.
The artifacts stimulated their thinking and as in the
studies of Cooper (1992) and Blyth (1988) the students were able
to draw logical conclusions. At the beginning of the study,
without contextual knowledge their guesses were reasonable,
given this lack of knowledge. After studying First Nations
culture from which their artifact came, their answers reflected
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what they'd learned. A British educator, McAleavy (1998) , notes
that "making deductions from evidence was given as a relatively
low level outcome [in HMI survey]" and this seems a reasonable
conclusion given the ease of which my young students engaged in
it. The survey goes on to, he points out, " develop the thesis
that even the youngest of children would benefit from being
introduced, not only to sources, but also to ideas about the
problematic nature of sources".
This study would seem to support this conclusion as the
students realized that their historical judgments were
provisional and tentative, an important tenet of historical
understanding. Some students were also able to develop this
thinking and describe some of the circumstances when historians
might be fooled, showing more sophisticated thinking.
As described in Chapter Three, the students were also able
to work with textual evidence, demonstrating inferential skills
in another context.
The results of this study show that young children are able
to participate meaningfully in the interpretation of evidence
and will do so with contextual information if they have it. If
they had opportunities to do so throughout their years in school
I believe they would develop, becoming more skillful at doing
history, as well as gaining a deeper understanding of the
historian's role. Children could also make connections with
other fields of study in which evidence and interpretation are
important; for example, in science or reading or in making an
aesthetic judgment in art, all situations in which evidence can
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be used to explain your thinking.
Empathy
To attempt to assess empathetic thinking, the children were
asked to write a piece imagining they were early settler
children I asked them to think about what they might be doing.
These pieces were written in the course of the study and the
children had learned about early settler life from descendants
and books.
All students wrote and their pieces all used historical
information. Only one piece used ahistorical information, a
piece featuring a a dad who "snored like a tractor".
All of them mentioned doing chores, as in Sara's:
It is a spring morning and I am feeding the chickens. My
ame is Polly and I am eight years old. We get up early.
Our mother lights the kerosene lamp so
we can see where
we're going. I am dressed warmly with a long wool dress
and a thick apron.
A common theme was punishment: "I am washing dishes. My
little sister

has dropped two glasses and mother is getting

mad. She is probably going to get hit."
Shanti's piece shows a recognition of family values around
work: "I am gathering eggs with my sisters. I am looking for my
favorite hen. It lays a lot of eggs. After I finish my chores I
go to play with my friends. Mama is pleased."
Two students "got into the head" of their characters and
described their thinking. In the first piece Daniel uses what he
knows about the types of chores done and consequences for
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complaining:
I am looking for eggs in the barn. I want to sneak out but
if I do I will be hit with a stick. "How come I have to do
all the hard work?", I say. My momma hears me. She's coming
to hit me with a stick. I hide in the hay but she finds
me. She hits me with a stick and tells me to get back to
work. Maybe tomorrow I'll act better.
Sean's piece shows more sophistication as he attempts to use the
voice of someone in the past using old fashioned forms of
language:
My Grandmother is reading the bible. I am bored but I do
not say it for if I do my grandmother will not be pleased.
I want to look out the window but I am not allowed. Alas!
Alas! I have to do a chore I do not care for but then
again our family religion "Less work-lazier" so I will do
my work. Sean hated to go plow the fields but he had to do
it 'cause it was his last chore, then he could play.
As the students describe how they don't like doing chores
they seem to be using what Ashby and Lee (1987) characterize as
"everyday empathy", imagining how it might be for themselves if
they had to do so many chores. However, Sean seems to be moving
toward using historical empathy.
Empathy: Discussion.
Of all the aspects of historical thinking that were
explored in this study, empathy appeared the most difficult for
the children. During the course of the study there was little
evidence of empathetic thinking, perhaps not surprisingly, as it
is, as Ashby and Lee (1987) believe it to be, " a difficult
intellectual achievement"; difficult for adults and more so for
young children whose abstract thinking abilities are not
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developed.
In the exercise described above, given in order to reveal
the students ability to display empathetic thinking by imagining
themselves as early settler children, they were given a
situation they were familiar with. They had heard from
descendants of early settlers about the lives of children in the
past and they had learned other details from books read to them.
Ashby and Lee (1987) note, "familiar content is likely to be
tackled at a higher level than unfamiliar content" and this
supposition probably holds true in this case. It was likely
easier for them to write about early settler children than if
they had been given an assignment imagining themselves as a
First Nation slave, a topic on which they had less information
and coming from a different cultural background and age of
protagonist.
As noted earlier, all the students used historical
information in this exercise and based their writing on the
historical evidence they'd been provided. Many examples of
everyday empathy were seen, particularly in the complaining
about chores to be done and the fear of punishment. Some
students displayed more sophistication, writing at greater
length, using many details.
Interestingly Sean whose work in this exercise was among
the most developed, and showed the beginning of more developed
empathetic thinking, in which he not only complained about
having to do his chores, but also recognized the family values
making them his duty, had difficulty in another context thinking
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empathetically.

This occurred when he was unable to comprehend

why First Nations did not develop sewers and running water
(described in detail earlier). This suggests that empathetic
thinking first develops among children in familiar situations,
as he was successful in considering a situation that was closer
to his own times from a child's perspective.
Ashby and Lee (1988) believe, "interactions among peers
can be a powerful agent of such development" (P.85) and stress
the importance of conflict of views. "It seems to us that
children often reach higher levels of understanding when arguing
out a problem among themselves than they would on their own"
(p.86). One student's thinking, Emma, seemed an example of this
as on a couple of occasions she argued against the contentions
of others and and in doing so clarified her thoughts.
Given the responses of the children to this writing
exercise, it appears a useful one in encouraging empathetic
thinking. Class discussion of the children's pieces, focusing on
whether or not they were based in evidence could develop their
thinking. More explicit teaching about the concept of empathy
could also possibly develop their understanding and use of
empathetic thinking.
Raising Questions
The type of questions asked by the children during the
study reflected

their thinking, what they were interested in

and what they wondered about, as well as revealing questions
that revealed a dilemma for them. The children raised questions
in many contexts in the classroom, including when we
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brainstormed what we'd like to know, when we had visitors and
during discussions and interview questions they prepared to ask.
Most questions referred to everyday life in general: "What
was it like to be a caveman?"

Some were more specific: "What

did they cook on?" They asked these kinds of questions in all
types of contexts. Other areas of interest when talking to
descendants of early settlers were dangerous animals, such as
cougars. When discussing First Nations an interest in the
supernatural and the thunderbird was shown by their questioning.
Two students were deeply engaged in certain questions.
Daniel pondered," Will the things that happened in the past
happen in the future?" and evidence of his struggling with
notions of past and the future surfaced in several ways. At home
he drew an imaginative mural of the future, which we put up in
the classroom. In his personal essay writing, he wrote pieces on
the past and the future, which.were a combination of questions
and speculation.
As note earlier in the study, Sean was consumed with
wondering why the local First Nations didn't have running water
and sewers and the Greeks and Romans did. He brought these
questions up on several occasions. When our First Nations
expert, Chris Arnett came in he again raised the question. Chris
asked the class to consider where each group of people lived.
The students realized,"it would take a long time to get there"
and Anna pointed out, "it would take too long to get there since
they didn't have big boats like today". Sean remained
unconvinced and convinced instead of the superiority of the
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Greeks and Romans.
Handling Content
It has been noted earlier in this study that young children
possibly are more capable of handling content than they are
presently given credit for in school curricula (Levstik, 1987).
During the course of the study the students were introduced to a
lot of content, covering a wide range of time and details of the
lives of First Nations and early settler families of the area.
One measure of how they were able to handle content can be
seen in a narrative they wrote on Salt Spring history. They were
asked at the end of the study to write a piece to an imagined
friend who knew nothing about Salt Spring, telling them what
they think is important to know about its history.
Many of the pieces (7) were lengthy (2-6 pages; the 6 page
piece included many drawings), three were of medium length (1
page) and four were brief (less than 1 page).
All

recorded Salt Spring history in a chronological

manner: "The first people who lived here were the indians. Then
the early settlers". One student, as noted earlier, included his
own time line. This was contrary to the way in which we had
proceeded with the study, moving back in time from the present.
All recorded features of everyday life, many in great
detail: "They made nets out of cedar and clothes too". Tilly
observed times are different now: "Today we don't live like that
anymore. We buy salmon and they caught fish. The forest was
their store to eat". A few commented on relationships between
whites and First Nations: "Some got along, some didn't". Some
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noted reasons for coming to Salt Spring: "The early settlers
came to buy cheap land". A few lacked energy and wrote briefly,
like Laura, who gave a few brief details then wrote, "If you
want to know more about indians, just call 653-9056". However,
in general, they showed a facility for handling the content
they'd learned during the study. As this content is necessary in
studying history, this finding is encouraging for teachers of
young children.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION
Although this study involved a small number of children,
its results are promising. History is a subject that many have
thought of as too abstract for young learners, but the children
in this study have developed an understanding of history and
what historians do and have engaged in historical methods,
including the use of evidence and interpretation. A few have
considered the nature of empathetic thinking and all showed an
interest and engagement with the subject. This was facilitated
by explicit teaching of historical ideas, as well as by engaging
the students in the methodology of history, at a level
appropriate to their age and furthered through discussion.
Debate ranges over appropriate curriculum for social
studies in general, including that to be presented to younger
children. Currently the expanding communities model holds sway
(Brophy, Alleman & O'Mahony 2000). In my class, the students
held wide ranging interests in historical topics from the cave
people to the Greeks and Romans, First Nations and pioneer
children, which suggests that curriculum for young children
could move beyond study of their immediate world and continue to
engage their interest. Although interest alone perhaps should
not determine curriculum, clearly it should influence topic
selection.
It also seems important for students to study their local
history. Only through looking at their community's history can
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they understand it in the present. As noted in my introduction,
community issues often have roots in the past. Currently First
Nations issues are prominent in British Columbia and across the
nation. In order to understand these issues knowledge of history
seems imperative. The new

BC Social Studies Integrated Resource

Package (1998) seems to support this view. Topics required for
study in the primary grades (among others) include: the role of
change, school and community change and the history of BC
communities. The history of most, if not all BC communities
would include First Nations history and settlement by nonnatives.

Included under the Applications of Social Studies to

be taught K-7 are these skills which are common to historical
methodology: locating information, interpretation and issue
analysis. Although my study did not try to follow these
guidelines (the IRP was in draft form at the time)

a study of

the type my class was involved in appears to have official
curriculum sanction.
Implications for Teaching and Professional Development
The children in this study participated successfully in a
variety of activities suggesting many choices available for
teachers of young children wishing to involve them in a history
study. The provision of a rich environment including guest
speakers with knowledge in the field, opportunities for
discussion, questioning and hypothesizing, field trips,
experience with artifacts and role play captured my student's
interest and supported their learning. Language arts advocates
Ken and Yetta Goodman (1986) have suggested that classrooms be
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"dripping with literacy" so that students are immersed in its
study. Perhaps history classrooms likewise should be "saturated"
with history. Timelines could be permanently ensconced on .
elementary classroom walls, like the ubiquitous alphabet frieze;
history books could fill class libraries; artifacts and old
photographs could be available for study.
Many elementary teachers, including primary teachers lack a
background in history and are unfamiliar with historical
methods. The education of teachers in these methods would seem
essential if more history is to be done in schools. Pre-service
and in-service opportunities as well as workshops at teacher
conferences on professional days would be helpful. Perhaps
Ministry of Education staff could liaise with the Ministry of
Multiculturalism and aboriginal groups in developing ways to
raise the profile of social studies in general and particularly,
history. Curriculum implementation support should be provided to
teachers beginning now to use the new IRP. All these initiatives
could further history teaching in the schools.
Implications for Research
This study's findings support

the findings of many.of the

researchers cited in this paper, who have suggested that
elementary students are capable of some types of historical
understanding and of engaging in the "doing of" history. I
believe this study is signifigant in that its subjects are
younger than those in most studies. Both Shemilt (1987) and
Brophy,VanSledright and Bredin (1992) have speculated that with
discussion children could further develop their understanding of
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history and the role of historians. This certainly was true for
my students, who were much younger than the fifth graders and
adolescents studied by these researchers.
As in the studies of Cooper (1992) and Blyth (1988) the
students in this study drew logical conclusions when
interpreting evidence, using the contextual knowledge they had.
Promisingly, some students began to recognize the
contentiousness of historical interpretation. Further studies
would be useful in determining if this thinking could be more
widely advanced in the classroom.
Studies focused on developing one particular aspect

of

historical thinking would contribute to a picture of children's
understanding in that area. Empathy would be particularly
interesting, as it was difficult for the students in this study
(as well as for children in other studies mentioned) to achieve.
Given the beginnings of awareness of differing perspectives held
by those in the present and historical agents shown by some of
my students, it seems possible that with repeated experiences
and discussion, empathetic thinking could be developed among
more students. Further studies could provide us with more
information.
Although its results are promising, further studies are
needed to confirm this study's findings in order to generalize
its results, including studies involving students from varied
socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds. Studies which followed
one student over time would be valuable in documenting the
development of historical understanding.
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Teacher as Researcher
As teacher researcher, I found this study to be a rewarding
experience. My students benefited from carefully considered
curriculum as seen in the increase in their historical
understanding. I was surprised and impressed with their
abilities and will certainly continue to carry on with similar
activities in my teaching, as well as advocate them with my
colleagues. Having experts in the field visit the classroom
helped develop my understanding of history, as well as the
children's understanding and so was of value for us all.
The research design was appropriate and not difficult to
implement because it was congruent with my classroom practice.
Throughout the day, in other subjects, my students are
encouraged to raise questions, hypothesize, share strategies and
reflections, all important to historical thinking. The
interviews were most interesting to me because the children's
thinking was revealed. It allowed me as a teacher to see what
level of understanding the students had reached and consider the
type of teaching that would move them along.I plan to use
similar interviews in science to gauge my student's
understanding in that area.
Interesting also were the activities the children pursued
on their own. When Daniel asks in his journal during writing
time, "Did cavemen read?", he shows himself, in his wondering
about the human past, to be intellectually engaged in the
subject. As teachers, we need to take notice of students like
Daniel and remember not to underestimate young children's desire
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to learn.
The most difficult aspect of the research was finding
time, while teaching full time, to reflect on an on-going basis
on the study. On-going reflection that informs our practice is
always beneficial to teachers, but it is often hard to devote
time to each subject area, however worthy. The amount of time I
spent during this study, reflecting on

the children's learning

was extremely valuable and has influenced my practice and added
to my.respect for children's abilities.
In summary, given the benefits of learning history, and the
nature of its cumulative effects as well as young children's
interest and abilities in the subject, as discussed in this
study, it appears to make sense to begin teaching history in the
primary grades. Young children will benefit from a curriculum
that recognizes their capabilities. If students began studying
history at an early age and continued throughout school, I
believe it is likely they would become powerful historical
thinkers.
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